
I am driving to a the north of a big island with my Polish friend and his girlfriend. We finally reach the town where they wanted to take a walk. I then park on the side of the road and we start following a path but it ends up on another road. I then wonder which path the other tourists took.

I am at the wedding of an old cousin's sister. I actually never knew of her existence and talk to her husband. As I ask them where they are going to live I suddenly remember I heard about them before. He tells me that there house is in a Californian village next to a former German pavilion.

I am in a room with some foreigners from all over the world. We are actually dividing up in two teams to play soccer but I see that the opposite team has far more people. I then tell a few Mexicans to come on our side but notice that we are still too many. I propose each team to have a reserve.

I am walking in an old city with an Italian guy. We have a lot to talk about and we become good friends. As we are about to enter a palace to the left I see a big church straight ahead. I then let the guy go and take my camera out to photograph the many angels painted above the altar. 

I am in a small room with other people and we start watching a movie. It is about a dragon and a man in the audience explains that it only flies below bridges. As he crashes against one we realize that the movie is in Swedish. I then offer myself as a translator but my baby starts crying.

I am on the phone with my sister who tells me to come home immediately. I then walk down to a basement but it is full of earth. There are actually small mushrooms growing on it and some bunnies are eating them. I then try to stretch my leg on the earth to walk avoiding to step over them.

I am in cafe with a famous Argentinian soccer player. His daughter is playing with my daughter and I tell him that he can come to visit us so that they can play again together. He then explains to me that he once played for the local team of my village and remembers how hard is to get there.

I am in a neighborhood in the city below my mountain village. I actually bought a house there and I tell my mountain neighbours to visit me. One of them comes with his wife thinking that I will build my art installation there. Another neighbour offers them coffee but they were expecting lunch.

I am with a girl and one of her friends walking up a staircase in an harbour. It is actually dark already and we reach a terrace on the top. From there we can observe the city and I see the girl and her friend going to the edge to do so. There is no fence and I am too afraid to follow them.

I am in a parking lot with my old friends. I have already parked my car but a friend needs to access his car and mine is too close to his. I then give him my car keys and he gets in from the opposite side. He is supposed to drive it out but I realize that he has never driven a manual car.

I am in the garden of my relatives' villa and see that they have beautifully renovated the back side. As I look at the new plaster shining with the sun light I realize that the last piece of the villa has been sold. I already knew they were going to do it but find that there is now a beer place there.

I am in bed with my spiritual friend. It is night time but we are both still awake and I realize he is in pain. He then tells me how my farmer cousin comes and lays naked next to him. She is married and they don't make love but she only wishes to help him get over his pain with her presence.

I am biking with two friends down a tunnel and I try to look at a map how to reach the coast. As we get out of the tunnel I keep looking at the map but and up in a bush. My friends then help me to get up again and we realize that we are finally at the coast but everything is abandoned.

I am in a small harbour waiting to get on a ferry. I see the captain outside and I believe they are boarding from another terminal. I then go to check but they actually start boarding from my terminal. An old Danish friend is there dressing my jacket and I find it funny but he has no pants.

I am walking in a Indian restaurant and I realize that they have made a lot of money selling the same kind of dish. The waiters are already cleaning the bathrooms and the kitchen is closed. I anyway go to the guy at the counter to ask for an ice-cream but the one he has is already eaten on.

I am at a metro station waiting for my son to arrive. I then remember that the last time we met he didn't have a train card to go through the gates and I had to make him sneak in after another passenger. I then prepare to do the same to sneak out but he comes out using his train card.

I am with my girlfriend at the funeral of her friend's father. We are actually seating down with her Italian husband but realize that it is getting late. He then offers to give us a ride and we get on his car that it is already dark. We are in a English territory and people drives on both lanes.   

I am in a village resort talking to an old lady about a black guy who just won a tractor. We actually see him driving away and we are both very curios if he is able to drive it. We see him managing to pass a crossing without troubles but then a lot of expensive cars start queuing behind him.

I am walking on a hill with my mountain neighbour's daughter and ask her if the hunters in the village are still angry about my installation. She then tells me that I anyway don't have the right to build it and I don't reply but show her a monastery with an old monk coming out.

I am with my girlfriend in our Venetian apartment and find that my tenants have left leaving the windows of the rooms open. I then go in each room and close them so that if there is a storm they won't break. As I get back to the living room I see that some of them are still living there.

I am in a forest walking with my best friend and we reach the top of a small hill. He then tells me that the nightingale has moved there to protect it from climate change. I wonder why it didn't go on top of the mountain but then see that there is a neighborhood below that is overheating. 

I am in a playground and realize that the gay grandson of my mountain neigbour is stuck with his friend in a ride. He asks for my help and as I try to rescue him I realize that he has purposely sabotage the mechanism inside so that I would help him. I then leave letting all of them inside.

I am on a bike path along the coast with my car parked and a scanner on top of it. I am actually scanning the trash I found on the path but it is too windy and I move the scanner inside. As I do so I see that a bus is coming my way and immediately back up but cannot find a place to turn.

I am in a bathroom checking my face for black dots. It is actually very smooth and only find one under my right eye. I then try to squeeze it but my architect calls me. I keep talking to him on my phone while trying to get the black dot out. He then tells me I have to rewrite my presentation.

I am standing next to my barn in the mountains checking the ground floor. There is no longer a wall and I see a lot of cow pooh spread on the wooden beams. As I walk away I realize that an old man is telling the hunter who doesn't want me to build my art installation to let me do what I want.

I am driving out of a parking lot and don't know whether to go left or right. I decide to go right and actually find the sign to my parents' city. There are still many kilometers to go and I actually drive by my relatives' villa. There are many big posters of a naked girl attached on the outer walls.

I am in a small apartment talking on the phone with my oldest son's mother. She wants to take him to a Canadian amusement park and asks whether I want to come along. I actually find it quite a trip to only go to an amusement park and I try to think of something else we could do there.

I am at a meeting with some politicians to discuss the installation I want to build. I actually keep silent and let an artist friend of mine talk for me. As I look at her I realize that she has been traveling a long way to come to the meeting. I also realize she must have taken off from work.

I am standing in a disco watching people dancing. Only women can actually dance and two inspectors come to see if there are any guys. They don't find any but I realize that the girls around me are all ugly transvestites. A fat one takes a skinny one on top of him and they start petting together.

I am watching a movie about a white man on a motorcycle meeting an Indian. The latter kills him and drives out with his motorcycle. The white man friends then waits the Indian and his friends seating by a river pretending like nothing. As they get attacked by the Indians they stub them.

I am in my village in the mountains and meet the young journalist who wrote an article about my work. He is there with his sister but I only say hi to him and go back in a dark room where I am working on a new press release. There will be other more important journalists coming to attend it. 

I am biking on a coast and reach a small beach. I already been there with my spiritual friend but now is very crowded and I see that there is only some space in the sun next to some pretty girls. I anyway don't want to lay with them and look for a place in the shadow but it is full of umbrellas.

I am in my mountain village and get in my barn from upstairs. I actually hear a cat getting scared and falling down one floor. I see that he has put a dead woodpecker on my bed and I take a ladder to get out of the barn again. I then see that my neighbour has set the base of a big tree on fire.

I am in a small workshop with two other guys dismantling a cabinet. We are actually reusing the pieces to build a new one for my archive. As one of the guys are going home I tell him that I can pay him for his help. The other guy then estimate that he needs to be paid for two months work.

I am in a small airport with a terrorist and try to shoot at the cops. I actually manage to run behind a car and shoot at one of them. She actually comes back with a bomb and I run on the opposite side. I hide between Christmas trees waiting for the bomb to explode but it set to do so randomly.

I am with my girlfriend in a German condominium and meet a family who is supposed to host us. The father then brings us to his pub where he has a bedroom for us to use. It is actually occupied by a French girl and he moves her to another bed. My girlfriend lays on our bed but it is smelly.

I am in a class with other students seated in three different tables. The teacher walks among us and tell us to think of a project for an Italian city. I realize that my old dead friend is seating behind me and he comes from that city. I tell the teacher that we should start our research with him.

I am in an Egyptian desert looking at a flock of wild ducks trying to land. There is a sand storm and they move forward. As I look back down I see that my girlfriend is with me and I wonder why we are not also moving away like the ducks. She is actually rescuing a small cat that has run away.

I am at a political rally in a square where the moderate left wing and the extreme left are confronting each other. I am actually right behind the group of moderates but realize that behind the left extremists there is the former leader of the right extremists. Behind me are is old followers.

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house and try to listen to the major of my Italian village. He is talking to another major about their personal issues but I cannot understand what kind of issues they are. I then try to show them how good I am by picking all my daughter's toys from the ground.

I am following the leader of the Italian populist party to his native home. It is actually built on top of an ancient bridge and I recognize some burial mounds on the dry river bed. There are also three important architects there and we walk out from the other side to check the main entrance.

I am at a party and see my Norwegian friend going around looking for a girl. He finds a cute one and takes her up on his shoulders without even talking to her. He then walks inside a bedroom to fuck her but I realize that he is sick in the head and will try to do the same with other girls.

I am walking down a road along an abandoned shop. It has a very long front window and I realize that a woman is kept inside. I actually notice that she is one of my girlfriend's colleagues who has disappeared and I try to convince her to come out but there is no access through the window.

I am on a bus driving out of a highway and see a car completely burnt on the side. A guy seating next to me then tells me that there was a huge accident caused by two girls crossing the street to go to a party. One of the is actually there and she only has a few scratches on the forehead.

I am at an art academy with some other artists and one of them starts doing pull-ups using the handles of a furnace. The furnace is actually on and I can see flames coming out of it. Another students also sees them and stars spinning with his head right behind the student doing pull-ups.

I am playing a video-game with my girlfriend and we need to select a car to send her father back to us. She actually picks one and places it at a busy intersection. She chooses an empty lane but as the car appears on screen it gets green and the other car starts driving crashing on our car.

I am in a new school and start playing table tennis against the wall at the end of the classroom. I then start wondering if we are ever going to meet our teacher and he finally arrives. He then informs us that he has just been in a meeting with the school neighbours after we broke their roof tiles.

I am taking a shower and use a razor to remove the moist from the windows. I realize that the razor is actually from the only girl in the apartment. We are all guys and she has joined us from a Southern American state. As I wonder why she came to us I start using a normal glass scraper.

I am in my parents' old house waiting for my Neapolitan friend. He is still on his way and I decide to take a walk outside. As I do so an helicopter flies over my head and I photograph a guy filming inside it. I then hear his producer telling him to remove the shot as I can be seen with my camera.

I am with my girlfriend in a play ground with a lot of toys. We find a corner with toys that are more for our kids and as we go there I see a lady on the other side of the fence bringing a special cake to a family. She then say that they usually sell a lot of them but they can have that for free.

I am watching two young researchers binding the book that will get them famous. One of them tries to hold the cover up with other books so that it can be glued to the rest of the pages but the other researcher is not satisfied with the outcome and decides to fetch a special tool for binding.

I am with an old university friend in a mall. He actually wants to drink alcohol and I take him to the pastry shop of a girl I just met. She has very nice different pastry and I am tempted to buy one with cream and chocolate but she suggests another. My friend buys it and asks for a drink.

I am biking in a countryside road and decide to take a break under a tree. As I resume biking I realize that I am part of a competition but I have no idea how long I still need to bike. I then try to save up some energies but realize that the finishing line is approaching. I then catch another biker.

I am just below a mountain filled with rocks. I actually have to build my art installation there and realize that any rock could fall on it. Some rocks have already fallen making the terrain flat. I then get started preparing to install the work but the welded mesh I should use is very irregular. 

I am at a concert of my Polish friend playing a guitar with small buttons. The public likes it but he suddenly decide to perform another instrument he has invented. He then starts waving a wand towards a screen where he is been recorded. At first nothing happens but then his voice changes.

I am walking with my stepfather up a mountain and realize that it is very steep. We actually end up on top of a deep precipice and one guy is seating on the path. My stepfather manages to go over him but I am too afraid and also use my hands. The guy then warns me that it is very dangerous.

I am on a sidewalk trying to call a friend but end up calling my uncle. He is under house arrests and actually lives exactly where I am. He then comes down to meet me and see that my cousins are also there. I then think everyone wants to meet me but they are going to baptize one of their kids.

I am browsing the Internet and find that a video got published about a performance I made. I was actually reading an article a journalist wrote about my work. The public really liked it and I try to understand why. As I play the video of the performance I realize my eyes are looking up right.

I am with an old friend and decide to drive to a mountain restaurant to meet with my best friend. He is already there with other friends and we seat down to order something to eat. I am very hungry but they only serve antipasti and I try to figure out what can actually feed me enough.

I am watching a documentary about a female artist who is planning to make an installation back in her native island. She will actually build it in a town by the sea and I am wondering why she did not choose to do it in her village on top of a hill. She then shows how poor her village is.

I am in our Dutch house and notice a big spot on the wall by the entrance. It is actually humidity but it is very dark and I call my girlfriend who is actually with her father. They come to see it and the latter decides to demolish a wall that has not been affected but could be related with the issue.

I am watching an interview with a Russian factory owner. He I asked if there are any artists working in his company and he calls a guy leaving in the village. He comes on a white horse and shows how he is able to jump out of it. He actually gets the factory staff to wait for him with in a river.

I am in a restaurant with some friends and realize that the blond girl next to me is my new partner. I don't find her pretty but everyone think so and congratulates with me. As I realize that she is way too skinny for my taste she asks me to deposit money in her account and I decide to leave her. 

I am watching a movie about a woman breastfeeding her kid in a cottage. On the opposite cottage there is a terrorist who prepares to bomb her. Another woman is watching the terrorist doing so but she doesn't have the courage to warn the first woman whose house get burnt from the attack.

I am walking with my small daughter and reach a big bridge. We need to wait for a train to pass before we can cross it but I see some hooligans walking in a pedestrian path below it. We then also start walking there but my daughter runs forward and I almost get in the river below to block her.

I am biking with a friend outside a German city. He is improvising the way and we end up in a small town outside it. A local girl could host us for the night but in the morning I need to be in another city to catch a plane. I then look in a map and realize I will have to rent a car to get there.

I am walking with my spiritual friend and end up in front of a small museum with a painting of the artist on show standing outside. It looks like the work of crazy artist and we go inside to check the other paintings but realize that she just reproduces the same patterns using baby faces.

I am standing next to a big and very agitated river with a friend. He has just been diagnosed with a problem on his foot and I propose to keep our journey on an inflatable boat down the river. I don't see any issues with it but my friend is mostly worry about the current getting too weak.

I am with two Dutch artists setting up the roof of my girlfriend's art academy. It is quite unstable already but her boss tells us to drill a pattern with holes. We then start drawing a maquette but I can see that the other artists are not keeping the same distance between all the drilling points.

I am walking in a small medieval city surrounding the old walls. I actually come out on a path next to a river and see very colorful horses swimming inside. I manage to take a nice picture of them but they think my camera is food and they come up to eat it. I then have to scare them away.

I am watching a movie about a lady leaving in an isolated cottage. A man reaches her to ask her to pay for her bills but she refuses and asks another man to kill him. The latter than takes an old gun and goes to the workshop of the former but he manages to escape and his colleague gets shot.

I am in a classroom seating next to my lesbian Swedish colleague. I am actually looking through a magazine and she wants to set it on fire but then realizes that there is an article about her. She is even on the cover and check it out before she gets on top of me and another student to kiss us.

I am in a gym and start going from one machine to another. I actually feel the blood pumping through my muscles and decide to also to some biceps. The machine is taken and I am about to use the cable chest press but see that my son also wants to do it. I then explain to him how to use it.

I am the organizer of an American conference and booked my old Russian friend to make the opening speech. He is actually very boring and start speaking nonsense. As it gets my turn I get ready to make up for his lousy speech but also start talking about my project without any introduction. 

I am in a room preparing to play with a Scottish band. I could not afford to buy an actual kilt and bought a white skirt made of felt. It is actually too long and as I am using a scissor to cut it the head of the band comes telling that he will not allow me to play unless I am wearing an original kilt.

I am in my Venetian apartment and meet one of the new tenants. He actually wants to take me out to see the damage caused by a recent earthquake but then he cooks fish for me and the other tenants. As we seat around the table to eat he wears a Muslim hat to check who is ringing the door.

I am in an apartment with my parents and show them my new haircut. My mother quite dislikes it and I try to leave the place as soon as possible. I then ask my sister for the keys of our mountain house and tell her I want to go there by bike but realize I have to catch a plane the next day.

I am in my Russian friend's house and have to pee in the middle of the night. I then go out to do it inside his garbage bin but realize that it is already quite full with my friend's pee. As I try to seat on it the bins move and I see two kids getting ready to light a fireworks. I then hit one in the head.

I am in a caffeteria eating cake with a guy who just got a phone call announcing him that he will become a professor. As a secretary comes to congratulate him I also get a phone call. It is a Chinese man who wants to know more about my project. I then explain him two reasons why I do it.

I am in a museum watching an artist installing many colorful glitters on a big wall. I actually need to install my photographs next to her work and my assistant warns me that the other artist is using up all the glue. We then set forth to install my photographs using a scaffolding to go high up.

I am at a party with young students and one of them tells me that he is going to an Italian town. I then start telling him what to visit but he cuts short saying he is gay. I suggest him to visit the ghetto where I believe there is a gay community and ask to photograph him but he turns his head.

I am in a bar talking to a professor who still did not get his doctorate. I tell him about my experience of getting a doctorate and admit that if I would have the possibility again I would certainly do as I was told and just analyze a single author. I then list to him all the authors I could have chosen.

I am entering my parents' old house after a trip in the jungle where the natives have tattooed by right wrist. The tattoo looks like a bracelet but it is still painful and I wonder what my mother is going to say about it. She actually only tells me that there is fish I can take from the fridge to eat.

I am in a changing room with the mayor of the mountain village where I am building my installation. As we are both peeing he tries to ask me a question but there is a lot of noise. I then assume he is asking me whether I got the building permit and I make signs to him that it is on its way.

I am in a shop with my girlfriend and I get my shoes off to try new ones. As I do so my socks tears apart and I immediately put my shoes back on feeling quite ashamed. We then start thinking of a place where to buy some new socks that are of a better quality and can last longer than mine.

I am in the mountains working on my installation when my hunter neighbour invites me to his hut. He tries to make up the fact that he has been fighting with me not wanting my installation. I don't believe him but pretend I do and walk away that other hunters are getting their riffles ready.

I am walking with a girl in a station and realize that they are working on the track where our train should arrive. We then keep walking along where the railroad should be but there are still large cement blocks to be positioned. As we get quite far we see our train approaching on the other side.

I am in a swimming pool with a beautiful Turkish girl who wants to kiss me. My girlfriend is also in the swimming pool and I decide to walk away by myself. I then reach a hot spring and I put my hand inside a dirty waterfall but it is cols. Underneath it there is a sauna and I decide to go inside.

I am dressing as a woman and skate with another woman married with a black man. We can actually do very acrobatic movements and I realize that it is because we have no breaks in the back of our wheels. I can anyway break using the side of one of my skates even when I am going very fast.

I am walking on a road and get a phone call from my architect. He actually tells me that he arranged with my architect cousin that I should also pay him. I then get quite desperate but he starts telling me about a trip he did with his parents to a lake where he found a mountain with a cave.

I am outside an art academy waiting to bring in a dismantled tent. I actually see that the iron scaffolding was built by the staff in the academy using thin metal. As one of them opens the gate I go in pushing the tent in a stroller but realize a professor has seen me and might think I am a janitor.

I am walking with my girlfriend on a dirt road next to a field. Suddenly we see some big animal flying next to a tree. As it flies more towards the middle of the field I realize that it is a kangaroo ceasing a small bird to eat it. We actually walk closer to them and see that the bird is in fact a cat. 

I am outside a university and meet my old Polish friend. He then tells me of a show he has been making using a binary code system. It is exactly what I have been doing with my work. He also shows me how he has placed all his notebooks in shelves and I realize he has copied another friend.

I am watching a movie about a cafe evolving throughout the years. It actually gets a music system but also a system for the waitress to get the orders. The latter realizes that one of their costumers lost the device needed to know when their order is ready. It fell on the floor and she gets mad.

I am walking on the street of a city and meet a wrestler seating outside an empty building. He actually broke his wrist and won't be able to compete in the next Olympic games. I then tell him that also a boxer living one block down got an injury and won't be able to compete for the world title.

I am in a gym with other old people getting ready to play a football match against a team of old people from another city. Suddenly there is also a younger guy joining us. I think we need him but my team mates wants some credentials. He then starts listing all the sport competitions he won.

I am in my twin sister's apartment seating in the kitchen with her. It is quite dark but I can see her face quite clearly and start to draw it. As I start observing her warts she begins telling her friend how much she wishes to kiss her husband. I then comment that she wants another baby.

I am outside a Dutch library talking to a family living nearby. The woman tells me how lucky they are to have a big garden. She actually thinks of using it to build a house for her second kid. I then seat with her kids to play with the sand but the father warns me about a contaminated dog pooh.

I am in the ruins of a castle with my family when I get an email from my parents. I stopped talking to them but they beg me to read it. I decide to do it later and just walk down the castle but realize I forgot my phone up. I then go back to get it and see that the email is an article about my work.

I am in a small room with my cousin and two of her friends. They are actually a couple but the guy starts making out with my cousin. I am in shocked and check if the girlfriend is but she comes on top of me and wants to kiss me. I am seating naked in a chair and try not to get an hard on.


